
Trusted IT 
Solutions for 
Defense
Agencies
Together, Insight Public Sector and Cisco 
offer cutting-edge technology and solutions 
to help you achieve mission success.



Leading IT solutions for federal agencies
For decades, Cisco has partnered with federal agencies to address mission critical 
communications and security requirements. Cisco’s advanced networking equipment 
and solutions, delivered by Insight Public Sector, put your agency’s security and 
success at the forefront.

Government agencies face multiple challenges with cybersecurity, including:

Cisco’s integrated platform is a trusted security partner. With advanced, comprehensive 
products and services — like Zero Trust security, secure firewall and unified communications 
manager — Cisco unlocks the full potential of federal agencies, so you can do your best work.

•     Maintaining security while 
      transitioning to a hybrid cloud 
      environment

•     Ensuring consistent cybersecurity 
      measures across agencies and vendors

•     Supporting hybrid work while 
      minimizing threats

•     Implementing security measures 
      for smart buildings and IoT devices

•     Maintaining a skilled IT workforce 
      across government agencies

•     Managing the collection and use 
      of sensitive data 



Why Cisco for federal?
Insight and Cisco are your go-to partners for 
federal security. Specializing in networking, 
collaboration, data center, hybrid cloud, security 
and service provider technology, Cisco: 
•     Supports mobile and hybrid work environments.  
•     Optimizes cloud and hybrid cloud infrastructure. 
•     Reduces operational cost and complexity. 
•     Helps your agency comply with mandates. 
•     Supports robust Zero Trust security.

•     Route/switch 
•     5G 
•     Identity Services Engine 
•     Software-Defined Access

•     DNA Center 
•     SD-WAN 
•     UCS/compute 
•     WiFi/WiFi6/6E 
      solutions

Insight supports the entire Cisco portfolio today and 
holds all Cisco Master Specializations including



Embrace flexibility
When building a secure hybrid work environment for your agency, Cisco has 
you covered. Government agencies that embrace modern and flexible work 
environments enhance service outcomes — all while bringing lasting change in 
their agencies and communities.

Cisco enables flexible work from any location — meaning your agency can:

Insight is your trusted Solutions Integrator. With broad and deep services 
capabilities, Insight constructs customized end-to-end solutions to meet mission 
requirements using Cisco and complementary technologies. Insight offers ideation 
to solve specific problems, proof of concepts, pilots, architecture and design, large 
scale/global deployment capabilities, and staging and logistics.

Deliver reliable access to 
critical services

Enhance end user 
experience

Empower innovation

Improve collaboration



FedRAMP authorized security solutions
When building a secure hybrid work environment for your agency, Cisco has 
you covered. Government agencies that embrace modern and flexible work 
environments enhance service outcomes — all while meeting critical security 
requirements and mandates. 

Cisco Unified Communications Manager 
(UCM) Cloud for government

Cloud-based collaboration solution offers 
end-to-end encryption for a consistent and 
unified experience.

Cisco Duo security for government
Reduce risk, simplify IT operations and 
comply with executive guidance on Zero 
Trust security.

Webex® by Cisco for government
Connect your agencies with messaging, 
meetings and calling — from anywhere.

AppDynamics® GovAPM solutions
Manage application and drive cloud 
adoption without compromising on 
security.



What’s next for FedRAMP solutions at Cisco?
Cisco Umbrella® for Government and Cisco Meraki™ for Government have both 
achieved In Process FedRAMP Moderate authorization status. This means government 
agencies that rely on FedRAMP certifications for solutions can soon utilize these 
comprehensive cloud-based security solutions.

Cisco Umbrella for Government 
With comprehensive features, Cisco Umbrella for Government is your solution to 
enhance cybersecurity.

 Modernize and connect your agency with a cloud-first platform to help you: 
•     Streamline deployment, management and use through a single-browser interface. 
•     Protect users and devices with Umbrella cloud-delivered DNS-layer security.  
•     Enable seamless expansion as needed without sacrificing performance or reliability.

“This solution is set to significantly up-level government cybersecurity, 
offering comprehensive security that meets the needs and compliance 
requirements of government organizations.”

— Shailaja Shankar, SVP Engineering, Cisco Security Business Group

Cisco Meraki for Government 
Cisco Meraki for Government is your complete solution. The cloud-native platform 
provides secure and customizable networking solutions for government agencies. 
With Meraki, your agency can: 
•     Simplify deployment and management of network configurations. 
•     Utilize the same security principles across networks without compromising on 
      network and security features.  
•     Manage networks remotely from a centralized dashboard through automation 
      and Zero Trust provisioning.



Better together
Cisco has partnered with Insight at the Quantico Cyber Hub to help create IT solutions 
that solve critical security and connectivity problems in the public sector.

Which solutions are featured at the Quantico Cyber Hub?

Come see Cisco working solutions lab spaces and 
meet with specialists on-site at the Quantico Cyber 
Hub to discover advanced technology and solutions 
capabilities. Visits, both in-person and virtual, are available 
by appointment and learning opportunities are consistently 
available through seminars and demos. To set up visits 
and/or demos, please contact 
cyberhub@insight.com.

•     Cybersecurity ISE 
•     Secure Network Analytics     
•     NGFW 
•     Secure Workload

•     Umbrella    
•     CyberVision 
•     Private 5G core



About Insight Public Sector
Today, technology doesn’t just support your organization; 
it’s a central avenue for serving the public. At Insight Public 
Sector, we help you navigate the complex challenges to 
develop fresh solutions and processes. We’ll help you manage 
today’s priorities and prepare for tomorrow’s needs.

1.800.INSIGHT  |  IPS.insight.com


